
Happy New Year to all our Sisters and Brothers.  The past few years have certainly been challenging but 

I’m encouraged and optimistic that 2022 will be a good year – especially for the labor movement as we 

have faced adversity and overpowered it with our tenacity and determination to prosper.  The same holds 

true across the country as we all witnessed the struggles other Unions faced and pushed back in solidarity 

with successful outcomes. Whether it’s nationwide with Kellogg’s, John Deere or even locally with our 

own Freeway Ford or NCDC Standard Automotive dealer Technicians who were forced to strike yet again 

for another eight-weeks. We are collectively achieving solid contracts certain to be the boilerplates for 

other labor unions to negotiate in the near future.   

 

Each of these strikes resonated with deep public support.  Why?  We are fighting their fight.  Those that 

may want to be Union but for whatever reason are unable – YET!  I say yet because anything is achievable 

if you set your goals and work together in solidarity for it. What the labor movement is doing is showing 

them HOW to do it. We are proving to everyone that when we stick together and exercise our most feared 

weaponized threat to any company – withholding our labor if necessary – we are making gains.  Those 

gains resonate to the non-Union environment fighting their fight as well.  We can’t let the anti-Union 

workers pull us down to their level. We must continue to climb upwards and forward making gains for 

our members and those that want to join forces, become Union and actually make a difference. We 

achieved this with the new legislative change for dealer technicians in the State of Illinois.  We know our 

represented members will make considerable gains with this change as we now have the best warranty 

pay in the country.  WE did that! We made it happen! The only other states that have anything remotely 

close is California or Wisconsin but neither have what we have.  There is no obligation that any dealer is 

going to pass on the additional compensation to their non-Union technicians. It’s the Union’s 

understanding that the Zeigler Group (the worst and most anti-Union employer) is not passing on the 

additional reimbursement times nor are they providing paid holidays/floating time off to their technicians. 

They say “it doesn’t apply to them.” You know anyone working in a non-Union dealer? Ask them if 

they’re getting paid the new rate for warranty repairs. If not, put them in contact with our Organizing 

Department. Nothing is guaranteed without the assurance of a solid Union contract.     

 

This energy and the successes earned has rejuvenated the labor movement and sparked interest in arenas 

traditionally unheard of. Whether it’s in representing art museum employees like the IAM has done in 

Wisconsin and AFSCME is doing on the east coast or Starbucks employees becoming Union in Buffalo, 

and now most recently interest to do the same in Chicago, as well as a few other locations, this is certain 

to spur more unionization across the U.S. There is also interest in Amazon workers as we witnessed a few 

weeks ago as they staged a walkout collectively to make a change for the better. Every worker wants to 

see guarantees with their job and every protection, including wages and benefits, are guaranteed with the 

representation of organized labor. 

 

I’m certain that the labor movement will again find itself in the important spot of protecting those workers 

and grow as they did in the 1930s. In order to achieve “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness,” there 

must be equity for the labor force including workers not usually included in the labor movement - food 

service employees, retail workers, museum workers, library worker, architectural employees or any other 

“nonconventional” worker out there. The sky is the limit. Working men and women must stand up and 

collectively make a difference in this country. We need to set fair wages and benefits afforded to 

employees as other industrial countries have done. 

 

Moving forward, I’m optimistic that 2022 will be much better for our members, their families and for the 

labor movement as a whole with the energy emanating in our country from the successes witnessed with 

labor’s struggles. It’s up to each of us to participate to ensure it happens though. We’re all in this together. 

In the interim, keep fighting the good fight!! 

 

In Solidarity 

Directing Business Representative Sam Cicinelli 

 


